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TELEMETRY DATA PROCESSING:
A Modular, Expandable Approach

Steve Devlin
Senior Engineer

AYDIN MONITOR SYSTEMS
502 Office Center Drive

Fort Washington, PA. 19034

The growing complexity of missle, aircraft, and space vehicle systems, along with the
advent of fly-by-wire and ultra-high performance unstable airframe technology has created
an exploding demand for real time processing power. Recent VLSI developements have
allowed addressing these needs in the design of a multi-processor subsystem supplying
10 MIPS and 5 MFLOPS per processor.

To provide up to 70 MIPS a Digital Signal Processing subsystem may be configured with
up to 7 Processors. Multiple subsystems may be employed in a data processing system to
give the user virtually unlimited processing power. Within the DSP module,
communication between cards is over a high speed, arbitrated Private Data bus. This
prevents the saturation of the system bus with intermediate results, and allows a multiple
processor configuration to make full use of each processor.

Design goals for a single processor included executing number system conversions, data
compression algorithms and 1st order polynomials in under 2 microseconds, and 5th order
polynomials in under 4 microseconds. The processor design meets or exceeds all of these
goals. Recently upgraded VLSI is available, and makes possible a performance
enhancement to 11 MIPS and 9 MFLOPS per processor with reduced power consumption.
Design tradeoffs and example applications are presented.
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Terminology

Chaining - handing parameters from one operation to the next
AND Chaining - handing the result of the operation
OR Chaining - handing the unaltered input sample
Operation - a discrete function - the smallest atomic function
Algorithm - a sequence of one or more operations

Introduction

It is the purpose of this paper to use the design of a microcoded computer module as a
case study to develop and illustrate the tradeoffs involved in such a design. A few
examples will illustrate the use and performance of the module.

Background

Two trends in telemetry data processing have driven the industry toward modular high
performance front end designs; an increasing diversity in formats and requirements, and an
increasing demand for real time data processing. Aydin Monitor System’s Series 2000
Distributed Processing System (S2K) is a high performance data flow system featuring
modularity at the card level to satisfy a wide variety of system requirements. (See Figure 1
for a typical one chassis configuration.)

In first generation S2K systems, three computational modules have addressed various
aspects of telemetry data processing needs: The CMP001; a bit slice processor with data
compression algorithms, the DMP001; a Z-80 based derived measurement processor for
execution of user written code, and the FPP001; a multi-card module for floating point
operations. The recent introduction of single chip 32 bit ALU’s and floating point
processors has made a new generation of computing power available to system designers.
A corresponding increase in the telemetry front end’s computational load made new
computer module designs necessary. To upgrade the product line, the user programability
of the DMP001 has been included in the DSP002 providing the power of a 20 MHz 68020
and a 68881 floating point coprocessor with 512 Kbytes of zero wait state static RAM on
a single card. (See Figure 2.) The features of the CMP and FPP modules are included in
the design of the DSP001, a multi-card bit-slice subsystem for conversions between
number systems, data compression, engineering units conversion, and other processing.

Genesis

The DSP001 was originally modeled after the FPP. The FPP was a three card set with
each card performing specialized functions. The DSP001 was seen as having an input card



with a number system conversion processor (IP), a data compression processor (CP), and
an Engineering units conversion processor (EU) for polynomials. The specification for the
card set was:

*  3 or fewer cards
*  less than 2.5 microseconds for:

number system conversions
simple data compression
and first order polynomial

*  fifth order polynomial in under 5 microseconds

The EU processor was envisioned as having 3 floating point chips working together to do
polynomials extremely fast. But as VLSI floating point units were examined, the
specification could be met with only one floating point chip. Meanwhile, initial estimates
of the complexity of the Input Processor card put it at almost two cards worth of circuitry.
The data compression card was estimated to just about fill one card, but would have
enough room to include one floating point chip.

To satisfy the large diversity in system requirements, a modular approach was needed
within the DSP subsystem. This realization was a breakthrough in the design process. It
narrowed the design to two basic card types: A general purpose processor, the DSP001-P
and the input/routing control card, the DSP001-C. As more processing power is needed,
more processors may be added to a subsystem. If required, Double Precision, FFT, Power
Spectral Density, or other special purpose processors can also be added to the subsystem
later. See Figure 3.

Hardware Tradeoffs

After this, the subsystem architecture rapidly stabilized, with 7 processors filling out an
eight slot solution to a maximum subsystem. Typical data flow is from the HgBus into the
DSP-C card where the ID tag indexes into the word selector RAM, and selects/routes the
data over the PDbus to the processor and algorithm.

The DSP-P has the following features:

*  Parameter input from the PDbus
*  Parameter ouput to the PDbus
*  512 Word input FIFO
*  16 bit Address ALU for relative addressing of algorithm parameters
*  2k by 104 bit microcode RAM



* 64k x 32 bit words of fast static RAM for operational store and Look Up Table
functions

*  32 bit integer, and floating point ALU’s
*  64 32bit four port registers
*  Result output directly to the Mercury Bus (HgBus)
*  Cycle Steal (setup/verify access to opstore RAM while operating)
*  Diagnostic Serial Port
*  Variable cycle length in 25 ns steps (most cycles 100 ns)

The complexity of the designs required larger circuit card formats. Since comparability
required that card height remain 203 mm, the card was lengthened from 300 to 400 mm.
Even so, every detail of the design was scrutinized to try to maximize performance and
features per square inch. For instance, the subsystem private data bus (PDbus) was
multiplexed to save board real estate. But first, the subsystem data flow was analyzed for
typical modes of use to see that the change would not create a bottleneck and harm
performance.

The integer multiplier chip was not included as it would have helped only one or two
algorithms, and even then it would save only about 300 nanoseconds over converting to
floating point, multiplying and converting back to integer. This ‘fast integer multiply’ is
accurate enough for most computations, and the full precision version is 3.5 microseconds.

A single chip microcomputer is used on each processor board to copy the microcode from
a slow EPROM into the high speed microcode RAM. It also provides a serial port to
access diagnostic functions such as patching the microcode, down & upload, and single-
step. Even this feature needed to be justified by the proof that a PAL based state machine
could not do the bootstrap function in less area.

While some derived measurement processing support is included, room to put
trancendental parameters in PROM was not justified. (The focus of the design is data
compression, and Engineering Units Conversion.) The user may implement transcendental
solutions using the polynomial or LUT algorithms. 

The input/controller card (DSP-C) was reduced from a bit-slice design to a straight through
logic design. It has the following features:

*  word selection / rejection
*  word routing to specific processor and algorithm
*  hardware support for diagnotics efforts
*  PDbus arbitration circuitry
*  Data Compression Baseline Force function support
*  input FIFO buffering



The PDbus transfers Address/Data pairs at the rate of 5 million per second. Every PDbus
transfer is arbitrated, that is; each processor has fair access to the PDbus. A round robin
prioritized slotted bus scheme is used to guarantee timely access to the bus, or a fixed
priority slotted bus arrangement may be selected.

Software Concepts

The S2K system is a tagged data architecture. Each decommutated measurement receives
a unique ID TAG. This 16 bit number identifies the measurement for all of the modules on
the Mercury Bus (Hgbus) . When the measurement with it’s ID are received, the ID
indexes the word selector RAM to determine if the measurement is of interest to the
module.

The DSP-C’s word selector RAM also contains the processor address, and the address of
the 1st operation to perform on the data. This MAP address is used by the processor to
apply the correct algorithm (sequence of operations) to the data. The Result of each
operation may be chained, (passed on to additional operations) , and output to a processor
on the PDBus with a new processor/MAP address, or output to the HgBus with a new ID
TAG. See Figures 4 and 5. Passing the result is known as AND CHAINING and is the
primary tool for constructing algorithms. When a value must be given to two or more
chains of operations, OR CHAINING is required. In the DSP001-P, OR CHAINING is
accomplished using the DISTRIBUTE operation.

The operations supported in the standard microcode EPROM are divided into four
categories; system unit conversion, data compression, Math and Engineering Unit
Conversion, and Bit Handling/ Misc. They are Listed below:

System Unit Conversion Data Compression

00-From Binary 20-Pass in limits [IL]
01-From Offset 21-Pass out of limits [OL]
02-From 2’s Complement 22-Pass bit(s) Match [M]
03-From 1’s Complement 23-Pass bit(s) Not Match [NM]
04-From Sign Magnitude 24-Pass in Floating Limits [IFL]
05-From IEEE Floating Point 25-Pass out of Floating Limits [OFL]
06-To Binary 26-Pass OFL with sign change [OFLS]
07-To Offset
08-To 2’s Complement
09-To 1’s Complement
OA-To Sign Magnitude
OB-To IEEE Floating Point



OC-Word Size Limit
OD-1750A/SEL Floating Point

MATH / E.U.C. Bit Handling / Misc.

40-Integer ADDition 60-Store
41-Integer SUBtraction 61-Distribute
42-Integer MULtiplication 62-Left/Right Shift N
43-Integer DIVision 63-Bit Compression
45-IEEE FP ADDition 64-Boolean
46-IEEE FP SUBtraction 65-Event Data Packing
47-IEEE FP MULtiplication 66-Field Data Packing
48-IEEE FP DIVision 67-Average over N any N
49-IEEE Polynomial Conversion 68-Average over N 2^i=N
4A-IEEE Table Lookup/Interpolate 69-Min/Max,Peak to Peak
4B-IEEE FP Algebraic Calculator
4C-Fast Integer Multiply (I>FP>I)

Application Examples

A parameter is received in 8 bit sign magnitude format, it is non-linear with an exponential
characteristic. The value must be EU converted, and sent to a SEL interface in SEL FP
Format, and also output to 10 bit D/A converters.

OPERATION Time Words

04 sign magnitude to IEEE +1.5 2
49 polynomial (5th order) +3.7 7
61 distribute to [A],[B] +1.7 3

[A]
05 From IEEE FP to SEL FP +2.8 2
(done)

[B]
OA To Sign Magnitude from IEEE +1.5 2
OC Wordsize Limit (to 10 bits) +2.0 2
(done)

Total Time = 13.2 microseconds
Total Words = 18



1 processor - Max Rate = 75.7K samples/sec
1 processor - Max Number of these type Algorithms = 3640

If this is not fast enough, two processors can execute the same algorithm with each
receiving half the measurements the aggregate data rate is then 151K samples /second. Or
the problem may be pipelined between processors:

OPERATION Time Words

04 sign magnitude to IEEE +1.5 2
49 polynomial (5th order) +3.9 7

(chain to (A], PDoutput to [B]
[A]
05 From IEEE FP to SEL FP +2.8 2
(done)

[B] on 2nd processor
OA To Sign Magnitude from IEEE +1.5 2
OC Wordsize Limit (to 10 bits) +2.0 2
(done)

Total Time on lst processor 8.2 uSeconds
Total Time on second processor 3.2 uSeconds
Total Words on first       11
Total Words on second    4
2 processor - Max Rate = 122K words/Second
2 processor - Max Number of these type Algorithms = 5957

The second processor still has processing time and memory for other processing.

Conclusion

The DSP001 Digital Signal Processing subsystem makes use of the newest principles of
high speed bus design and advances in computer integration to bring an order of magnitude
improvement in data throughput. It is a multiprocessor subsystem with from one to seven
processor cards, and one input control card. Increasing the number of processors
transparently provides a linear increase of computing power. The design goals were met or
exceeded in all cases. See Figure 6 for a performance summary.
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